Yamaha it200

If you were to build the perfect enduro bike, you'd probably end up with something a lot like one
of today's cc enduro racers. That's because the bikes in that category are a near-ideal
compromise between too much and too little. They're big enough to be stable and
confidence-inspiring at high speed on rough ground, yet small enough to be nimble through the
tight stuff at low speeds; they have enough power to get an expert out of trouble, yet not
enough to get a novice into it. All in all, a perfect size. Yamaha feels that its entry in that class
for will be even more "perfect" than ever. After years of competing in that category with cc
models, Yamaha finally is taking full advantage of the class's allowable displacement range of
between to cc for competition purposes, at least with its new IT And the idea is not just for this
new model to come closer to achieving that ideal balance of bigness and small-ness, but to
become the best bike in the class, no matter if it's used for simple playriding or for all-out
enduro competition. Surely, the most important part of that plan is engine displacement, which
is up from cc on the IT to cc on the IT Yamaha accomplished this increase by lengthening the
stroke from 50mm to 57mm rather than by increasing the 66mm bore. The YZ motocross engine
from which both the IT and IT enduro motors are derived already had undergone a significant
overbore when making the jump to cc, so a stroke increase helped maintain a reasonable
bore-stroke relationship. The longer stroke also helped the IT to have what the IT lacked: good
low-end lugging ability with competitive top-end power. This is because for any given port
timing and port width, a longer stroke results in taller ports, thus giving more port area than
with a shorter stroke. Lengthening the stroke did require a new crankshaft and a 5mm longer
connecting rod. To handle the added power, the rod's big-end got a larger bearing and crankpin,
and the rod itself was given more oil grooves. The two-ring piston isn't any larger in diameter,
but it does ride on a bigger wrist pin; and unlike its counterparts in many other Yamaha
two-strokes, the 's piston is not cut away in the rear. Instead, it just uses two intake holes in its
long rear skirt, which promises to result in slightly longer piston life. Feeding the new motor is a
34mm Mikuni carb that is just upstream of a six-petal reed block. Carrying away the exhaust is a
new expansion chamber that has been redesigned to work with the longer stroke to produce
more low-end and mid-range power. And to make better use of that increase in power, the has
taller numerically lower ratios in its primary drive 2. The other four sets of gears in the six-speed
transmission are identical to those in the On paper, those engine and gearbox changes might
seem small, but in actual use the IT's powerplant is miles ahead of the IT's. The has an
unusually wide powerband for an engine of its size, one that starts just above idle and
continues all the way up to peak rpm. At first the doesn't seem very fast, because there is no
sudden burst of power anywhere in the rpm range like on m other enduro machines in its class.
I stead, the IT's power is almost linear, like that on enduro bikes of cc or larger. But because the
has such smooth, steady power at all rpm, it is competitively fast in any sort of dragrace. The
Yamaha also lugs exceptionally well, allowing it to crawl up steep hills at extremely low rpm and
be exceptionally tractable on slick surfacesâ€”both of which are invaluable traits for enduro
riding. But while the engine's power can't be faulted, the transmission's operation can. The
ratios are spot-on, matching the power output almost perfectly, and the shifting usually is
flawless, allowing a change of gears quickly and with little effort. And finding neutral on the IT
was frustrating, as well. For while it was easier when the engine was off than when running,
locating neutral was never easy. These problems probably pertain just to our particular test
bike, though, considering that the IT's shift mechanism and those on the IT and YZ models are
identical. There's not much that's identical about the frames on the IT and the IT , however. The
's steering head is mounted 20mm further rearward than the 's, and its aluminum swingarm is
20mm longer. Which means that even though the two bikes have the same wheelbase, the has a
more forward weight bias compared with its cc predecessor. Thus the steers more crisply and
precisely due to having more weight on the front wheel, and it stays a lot more level when flying
through the air. And the new frame is narrower in the middle measured from the bottom of the
engine cradle to the top of the seat rails , which has helped lower the seat height by a full inch.
Touching the ground on the IT is easy for most riders, and that can be a real bonus when the
going gets tough in a tight section. Much of that lowness is due to the IT's Monocross rear
suspension, which positions the shock lower in the frame than did the system on last year's IT
But on the , the shock mounts almost vertically, and its bottom end attaches to a
boomerang-shaped aluminum rocker that pivots on the swingarm. The result is a rear
suspension that is more-progressive than the 's. Naturally, the most important part of this
system is the rear shock, an aluminum-bodied, Yamaha-built unit that in- corporates a remote
reservoir, along with provisions for adjusting the spring preload and the rebound damping.
Unlike the motocross verison of Monocross, the IT's rear shock offers no compression-damping
adjuster. The rebound adjuster's knurled knob is easy to reach and regulate, and can be set to
any one of 35 possible positions. The No. The standard setting is on the 15th-fastest click.

Adjusting the spring preload requires a large wrench that will fit the two locknuts, and a hooked
spanner t turns the adjuster ring. Both tools aj supplied in the toolkit included in the toolbag
mounted on the rear fender. And like the rear suspension, the fork can be adjusted to suit a
wide range of riding conditions and rider preferences. The bike's excellent owner's manual
describes the proper procedures for changing oil volume and oil weight, for regulating air
pressure the recommended setting is 0 psi , and for setting the compression-damping blow-off
adjusters that are incorporated into the bottom of each slider leg. The standard setting for these
blow-off valves is at the halfway point, which is four turns out, counterclockWise all the way in
is the stiffest, all the way outâ€”eight turnsâ€”is the softest. Fine-tuning the suspension using
all the available adjustments can make a big difference in the way the bike behaves. For
example, the fork's damping was a bit harsh and the rear's springing was too soft when both
were set as recommended Hkthe factory. Changing to the softest of fork's damping blow-off
settings using a small, straight-blade screwdriver ; the fork of most of its harshness; and inking
up the spring preload a few turns, in combination with the No. That amount of wheel travel
might not seem like much in these days of inch-plus travels, but remember that the IT is an
enduro machine, not a motocrosser. Besides, it's not quantity but quality that counts. And the
IT's wheel travel is of pretty high quality, which allows the bike to pass over rough terrain
exceptionally well. The IT rarely kicks or gets out of shape, and even when that does happen it's
only on the cobbiest of ground. The rider will, of course, feel the severe bumps, but the smaller
ones, the ripples and the rolling whoops, go practically unnoticed. The IT also shines in the woo
although most of the credit for that goes not to the suspension but to the chassis in general.
The steering is quick and precise in tight-turning situations, and the rear end follows the front
willingly and predictably. The bike has a light feel and seems to have a low center of gravity, so
it maneuvers quickly andâ€”a point not to be overlookedâ€”isn't a bear to pick up if it falls over.
The engine, too, is up to the rigors of tight-woods riding, climbing hills easily and allowing the
rider to start off in the middle of a steep climb without excessive revving or clutch-slipping.
Even riding in extremely wet conditions is no problem for the The bike's solid-state
capacitive-discharge ignition and intelligently designed airbox allow the machine to wade
through water up to its cylinder head without any problems. Most of the bike's aquatic ability is
due to the airbox top, which funnels in air just under the seat base and runs it through a maze of
baffles, thereby separating the air from any liquid it might contain before it can reach the oiled
foam filter element. And should you happen to submerge the IT and drown it out, the airbox's
side cover and the filter element both can be quickly removed without any tools. Neither will the
IT's drum brakes cause any serious problems if and when they get wet. They will, of course,
require slightly increased lever pressure any time water gets into the drums, but they dry
quickly, usually after only a few seconds of dragging them as the bike is being ridden under
power. And once dry, the brakes return to their usual level of performance and provide
powerful, progressive and predictable stopping from all speeds. The IT's 2. The seat is
comfortable and trim, and it doesn't get in the rider's way when he's footing through a tough
section. The peg-to-bar-to-seat relationship is just about spot-on for anyone below about 5-foot
The fenders keep most mud and goo from being slung onto the rider. And all the controls are
properly placed and work smoothly. So all in all, Yamaha's new IT shapes up as quite an
attractive package, a bike that is, in just about every conceivable way, a far better off-road
machine than the IT ever was. It's a great playbike for those who don't have an urge to compete,
and at the same time is a competent enduro racer for those who do. And it'll carry out either
function with very little in the way of preparation or maintenance. The people over at Kawasaki
aren't going to be glad to hear that. Their class bike, the KDX as well as its predecessor, the
KDX , has owned the class of late, but the IT is going to give the Kawasaki all the competition it
can stand. In fact, the IT's lower seat height and smoother power delivery make it a better
choice as a playbike for many less-experienced riders. But that friendliness hasn't
compromised the bike's durability; because after more than miles of extremely hard woods and
desert trail riding, and a finish in a tough mile enduro, our IT test bike has not suffered one
single mechanical failure and is still running stong. Home Manufacturer Contact. Thus the
steers more. Yamaha IT Two stroke, single cylinder, reed valve. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System.
Air cooled. Compression Ratio. Spark Plug. Champion N Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive.
Front Suspension. Rear Suspension. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Dry
Weight. Fuel Capacity. Make Yamaha. Model IT N. The perfect trail bike or vintage motocrosser.
Weighs just over pounds and handles, goes and steers better than new. Same owner for the last
25 years. Maintained rigorously, ridden regularly. Only miles on new crank bearings, piston,
shift pawl, suspension bearings and seals. Current Colorado license no turn indicators, horn
and lights are not connected. Clear title. Hi-Flite thick seat, footpegs raised 2-inches, steering
reset for better traction in turns. Clark tank, double rim locks, XT forks and disc front brake.

Almost enough spare parts to keep it running for another 25 years including: rear wheel with
tire, complete second engine needs crank bearings , expansion chamber, muffler, right side
panel, headlight and rear fender. NEW SPARE parts include right engine cover, side panels,
bark busters, chain guard, front fender, handlebars, dozens of still-new suspension bearings,
sprockets, shift pawl, engine gaskets and seals, air filters, factory owners manual, and more.
This was bought new at the dealership in Indianapolis, Indiana. The bike starts and runs and
rides good, its just cold natured since its not rode all the time. All original and in very good
shape. I have the original owners manual, tool kit and original Indiana title for it. Please let me
know what questions you have and feel free to call me Model XC-W. Model XJ Yamaha XJ
condition: good engine displacement CC : fuel: gas odometer: paint color: green transmission:
manual This is a Yamaha XJ as the title states. The bike is custom. Half of an '85 yamaha frame,
other half is '05 honda shadow aero The engine is the shadow, as well as the tank, fenders,
forks, and lights. Lowered about 2 inches. Some parts of the bike are harley, too not to many. I
wanted to get motoiron front end springer forks, and get 6inch z-top handlebars but just haven't
had the time. Runs, drives, and is currently my daily driver until the bad weather kicks in. Has
only 6, miles on it. Premium gas. Oil change every 1, miles just my thing. Runs so smooth and
IS just as loud, if not louder than most harley's. I love her, but it's possible i'm moving a good
distance from here and i'm gonna get a new bike. She'll be good to you as long as youre good
to her. Price slightly negotiable. Contact me for more info. Model Vmax It has been my daily
driver for the last 6 months and I did every possible thing I could to it maintenance wise that I
could think of over the winter. Recently had her dynoed at an event and she pushed HP and 81
tq at the rear wheel. Make Mv Agusta. Model F4. The F4 has high-performance motorcycling
history in its blood. It is the epitome of emotion, performance, speed and incomparable design.
Breaking down the barriers of imagination. Encompassing cutting-edge technology and the
latest engine design, the F4 is the best yet. A masterpiece. All with completely new graphics and
colors. An advanced four-cylinder 'short-stroke' engine powers the entire F4 range. Piston
diameters of 79 mm are combined with a stroke of On the F4 RR the peak rev limit has been
raised to 14, rpm. Assembly is now marked by an even greater degree of expert craftsmanship
to give absolute precision, with all components being selected and measured to ensure perfect
uniformity and maximum performance: a procedure unique to MV Agusta. The engine timing
system has been given an extensive upgrade: the intake and exhaust valves now use a single
spring instead of the two seen on the previous model, thus reducing moving mass and boosting
both maximum engine revs and the rev variation rate. The piston blanks are hard-anodized,
making them even more durable and reliable. The con rods on the F4 RR are made of titanium, a
solution more akin to a GP racer than a production machine, giving improved strength and
lightness; the engine also features a rebalanced crankshaft. The oil circuit has been redesigned,
both inside and outside the crankcase, ensuring perfect main bearing and con rod lubrication
and thus boosting reliability, even under extreme conditions. Moreover, the engine now runs at
lower temperatures thanks to enhanced radiator efficiency and redesigned oil routing. The
short-stroke inline four-cylinder engine is available in two power configurations: on the F4 it
reaches hp, while the F4 RR puts out a jaw-dropping The fuel delivery system features 50 mm
diameter throttle bodies with a fully revised variable length intake tract TSS. The gearbox is - as
on all MV Agusta four-cylinder engines - a six-speed unit, with the clutch featuring a mechanical
slipper device. Four engine maps are available: three default one plus a fourth that can be
customized by the rider. Costa Mesa, CA Tel. This is a kick start only, Restoration done in , very
little use since, Frame, swing arm, rear shocks, handle bars, fork triple clamps all powder
coated, not paint, new grips, don't ride regularly, just crank it every so often to keep things
working properly, use only real gas no ethanol, starts easy, no smoke, no leaks, shifts
smoothly, new chains these bikes have two, primary and secondary sprockets all good, all
guards and chain sliders in place. Model V Max. Nice stable well mannered good running easy
to ride and very fast bike. I don't know the true milage as the speedometer was changed by a
previous owner Who also didn't know.. Runs very good , Shifts fine no issues ,V Boost comes
on at around rpm then watch out ,this bike is very fast. Everything works as it should. New tires
and Gel battery last year , probably less than miles on them. Has a flat drivers seat makes the
seat low so its easy to sit flatfooted at a stop, with a removable drivers backrest so you can sit
up or lean back and use the backrest. Tach ,oil press and speedometer on forks. The wife and I
use to like riding around with friends but since we moved we just don't use it much so its time
for it to go. Clear title in my name. Some pics show a lot of dust was doing body work on a
different project. Advertised locally so I reserve the right to end the auction upon sale if the
reserve has not been met. Shipping is buyers responsibility and expense , will help any way I
can. This is a relisting as the winner was a deadbeat so if you don't have a paypal account or if
you have a feedback of less than 5 the bid will be blocked If there any questions feel free to call

or text. John , The previous owner bought it without a speedometer and added one for sale to
me ,it had around miles on it then ,I didn't think this was a big deal as even though this bike is
30 years old these bikes have a reputation for long term durability and it runs very good.. Now it
has Bought this bike sort of recently thinking I would ride it this summer, I have 6 other bikes
that I can ride and decided I am going to sell this one, I just don't have any space. It has
aftermarket toomey pipes, canadian model carbs no restrictions like the US carbs of the era Fox
suspension. Oil injection hooked up and working fine! Goes down the road very straight and is
very fast for what it is, very lightweight. Comes with chin fairing which is currently not mounted
on the bike. Odometer shows 15, miles who knows if this is accurate or not. Bike must be
picked up in 7 days from auction close. If you can't do that please let me know when submitting
your best offer. I can accommodate shipping companies but please contact me prior to making
an offer or make a note of it in your offer. Make Honda. Model ATC R. Very good condition.
Original owner. Has been very well taken care of since new. Always kept in garage. Full
inspection just performed. Needs nothing. Removed exhaust to inspect the cylinder wall and
found that it looks perfect with lots of compression. The ATC was upgraded with Works rear
shock and spring which was calibrated for a lb rider. Thousand Oaks, CA. Rocky Ford, CO.
Bayfield, CO. Ridgefield, WA. Gloucester, VA. South Kingstown, RI. Morristown, TN. Alert
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Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Yamaha. Model IT I would like to trade for a running vehicle with a
clean title or make be an offer the bike itself is in great condition, runs great, looks great, with
next to new tires front and back. Ready to ride. Model FZ1. Olive wheels from the factory, FZ-1
specialty seat, Two-Brothers carbon fiber exhaust slip-on, battery tender, end-cap throttle lock,
center-stand. Sculpted fuel tank and one-piece handlebar move the rider forward for aggressive
naked-bike excitement. Adjustable suspension lets the FZ1 be dialed in for a wide range of
uses, everything from urban assault to sport touring. Aggressive ergos: 4. Additional Features:
Fairing features a half-cowl design with R1-style headlight layout that creates a
super-aggressive naked bike profile. High-tech instrument display features analog tachometer,
digital speedometer, dual trip meter with miles on reserve function, odometer, water
temperature and lights for neutral, high beam, low fuel and turn signals also a fade-in lighting
feature with adjustable brightness. Model V Star Tourer. Model Vino Model FZ 1. Trades
welcome. Call us at This V Star makes you feel good all over. The handlebars provide a relaxed
riding position, the contoured seat is just And don't the 80 cubic-inch, fuel-injected V-twin
engine that provides plenty of power, a great exhaust note and tons of reliability. Model YZF R6.
Model TT-R Convenient Electric Start Electric start makes getting started a simple pushbutton
exercise. Trail-Ready Dimensions A low seat height on top of a long-travel suspension and
Robust, Compact Frame Steel, diamond-type-design frame means great handling and strength.
This TTR was purchased and traded within a week. Their loss is your gain! Save over new, and
pay no freight and setup charges! Model V Star Dual exhausts, plenty of quality chrome and
typical Star attention to detail; this is one sharp little cruiser. Front disc brake provides highly
controllable stopping power. Widely geared five-speed transmission makes the most of V Star s
powerband. Easy, dependable electric starting. Beautiful dual chrome exhaust pipes let the
engine breathe and put out that classic V-twin rumble. Automatic cam chain tensioner virtually
eliminates maintenance and helps extend engine life. Plush and low-stepped saddle keeps the
center of gravity low and lets almost everybody flatfoot the pavement. Telescopic front fork with
5. Additional Features: Extensive chrome details accent engine and side covers for
incomparable big bike fit and finish. Stylishly sculpted teardrop fuel tank features 2. Chrome
pullback handlebars are easy to reach and great looking. Forward-set footpegs enhance rider
comfort by creating added legroom Wide rear fender and front and rear wire-spoked wheels add
the perfect classic, retro touch to this stylish package. Model TW Electric Start Electric start and
full street equipment mean it s super convenient to ride the TW just about wherever you need to
go. Model YZFX. Updated Engine The all-new engine is based on the YZF, and includes a wide
variety of updates: an all-new cylinder head, lightweight forged, two-ring, flat-top piston; a
shorter, more durable piston pin with diamond like carbon DLC coating; a revised piston oil jet,
and all-new connecting rod, crankshaft, and counterbalancer designs. To
hunter ceiling fan light parts diagram
jeep wrangler jk service manual
firebird fuel pump
gether, these updates improve peak power, power delivery and overall durability. Changes for

include an all new forged section at the swingarm pivot, and revised engine mounting brackets
for nimble lightweight feeling in the tight technical terrain while still providing stability in fast
sections. The linkage type rear suspension features a KYB rear shock with updated settings
optimized for cross country racing. Cross Country Features With the electric starting system, a
2-gallon fuel tank, rugged plastic skid plate, inch rear wheel and XC racing tires, the YZFX is
ready to win right out of the box. Model XVS Model YZF-R6. Day Heights, OH. Lawrenceville, GA.
Alamo Heights, TX. Huntington Beach, CA. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Mill Valley, CA.
Brooksville, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha It
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minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

